Anti-aging & Ultra-radiance EE
Overnight Cream-Mask

4 Tons
3 Units
num. 1

*Ref. K8120139.

Extraordinary Eclat
OVERNIGHT
Cream-Mask
EE family” anti-aging and ultraradiance overnight cream-mask.
Inspired by Korean cosmetics, it
replicates the effects of a good
night’s sleep and is the perfect night
beauty ritual for a renewed skin
every morning.
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Ref. K1430609

www.keenwell.com

WHAT IT IS
“EE family” anti-aging and ultra-radiance overnight creammask. Inspired by Korean cosmetics, it replicates the effects
of a good night’s sleep and is the perfect night beauty ritual
for a renewed skin every morning.

Anti-aging & Ultra-radiance
EE Overnight Cream-Mask

FRAGANCE:
Gently scented with a delicate and subtle fragrance.
BENEFITS:
A deeply hydrated, smooth, extraordinarily silky, rested
and extremely radiant when you wake up.

WHAT DOES IT DOES
Intensive formula combines the benefits of an anti-aging
cream with a mask of energy and luminosity in a single
treatment; its powerful ingredients work throughout the
night, when the skin is more receptive, stimulating cellular
regeneration and restoring skin natural hydration barrier, to
transform it, erasing fatigue signs, restoring firmness and
elasticity.

WHICH SKIN TYPE IS IT GOOD FOR:
For all skin types, even the most sensitive skin.

SUGGESTED USAGE:
Use daily, after cleaning and toning, as the last step
of the facial care routine or after serum and / or night
treatment´s application. Apply a thin, even coat on face,
neck and décolleté, avoiding eye contour area; gently
massage for 1 minute to transform the texture into cream.
Do not rinse. To enjoy all its benefits, leave on overnight.

PARABEN FREE / SULFATES FREE / PHTHALATES FREE
MINERAL OIL FREE / ALCOHOL FREE
ALLERGEN FREE FRAGRANCE (GREEN TEA)

CapaciTY: 40 ml. – 1.35 Fl.oz

KEY INGREDIENTS

Vitamin E

Vitamin C

TEXTURE:
Delicate hybrid texture absorbs quickly and fuses with the
skin, without leaving a sticky or greasy feel afterwards.
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